Abstract. Parikh matrices have been a powerful tool in arithmetizing words by numerical quantities. However, the dependence on the ordering of the alphabet is inherited by Parikh matrices. Strong M -equivalence is proposed as a canonical alternative to M -equivalence to get rid of this undesirable property. Some characterization of strong M -equivalence for a restricted class of words is obtained. Finally, the existential counterpart of strong M -equivalence is introduced as well.
introduction
Parikh matrices were introduced in [7] as an extension of the Parikh vectors [9] . The definition of Parikh matrices is ingenious, natural, intuitive and amazingly simple. Still, Parikh matrices prove to be a powerful tool in studying (scattered) subword occurrences, for example, see [5, 8, 11, 13, 14] . Nevertheless, due to the limited number of entries in a Parikh matrix, not every word is uniquely determined by its Parikh matrix. Two words are M-equivalent iff they have the same Parikh matrix and a word is M-unambiguous iff it is not M-equivalent to another distinct word. The characterization of M-equivalence, as well as, M-ambiguity has been the most actively researched problem in this area, for example, see [1-4, 6, 12, 15-20] .
Inherent in the definition of Parikh matrices is the dependency on the ordering of the alphabet. Because of this, the words acb and cab are M-equivalent with respect to {a < b < c} but they are not M-equivalent with respect to {a < c < b}. This undesirable property has led us to propose the notion of strong M-equivalence, one that is absolute in the sense that not only dependency on the ordering of the alphabet is avoided, independency from the alphabet is also achieved. This notion is in fact a natural combinatorial property between words that does not rely on Parikh matrices.
The remainder of this paper is structured as follows. Section 2 provides the basic definitions and terminology. The next section introduces the notion of strong M-equivalence and a strictly weaker notion of MSE-equivalence. However, MSE-equivalence is shown to coincide with strong M-equivalence for sufficiently simple ternary words in the subsequent section. As a side result, relatively simple counterexamples witnessing the fact that ME-equivalence is strictly weaker than M-equivalence are shown to exist, as opposed to the mysterious counterexample of length 15 provided in [16] . The following section sees the introduction of the opposite notion of "weakly M-related". Our conclusions follow after that, highlighting some future problems.
Subwords and Parikh Matrices
The cardinality of a set X is denoted by X . Suppose Σ is a finite alphabet. The set of words over Σ is denoted by Σ * . The empty word is denoted by λ. Let Σ + denote the set Σ * {λ}. If v, w ∈ Σ * , the concatenation of v and w is denoted by vw. An ordered alphabet is an alphabet Σ = {a 1 , a 2 , . . . , a s } with an ordering on it. For example, if a 1 < a 2 < ⋯ < a s , then we may write Σ = {a 1 < a 2 < ⋯ < a s }. On the other hand, if Σ = {a 1 < a 2 < ⋯ < a s } is an ordered alphabet, then the underlying alphabet is {a 1 , a 2 , . . . , a s }. For 1 ≤ i ≤ j ≤ s, let a i,j denote the word a i a i+1 ⋯a j . Frequently, we will abuse notation and use Σ to stand for both the ordered alphabet and its underlying alphabet, for example, as in "w ∈ Σ * ", when Σ is an ordered alphabet. If w ∈ Σ * , then w is the length of w. Suppose Γ ⊆ Σ. The projective morphism π Γ ∶ Σ * → Γ * is defined by
We may write π a,b for π {a,b} .
Definition 2.1. A word w ′ is a subword of a word w ∈ Σ * iff there exist x 1 , x 2 , . . . , x n , y 0 , y 1 , . . . , y n ∈ Σ * , some of them possibly empty, such that w ′ = x 1 x 2 ⋯x n and w = y 0 x 1 y 1 ⋯y n−1 x n y n .
In the literature, our subwords are usually called "scattered subwords". The number of occurrences of a word u as a subword of w is denoted by w u . Two occurrences of u are considered different iff they differ by at least one position of some letter. For example, aabab ab = 5 and baacbc abc = 2. By convention, w λ = 1 for all w ∈ Σ * . The support of w, denoted supp(w), is the set {a ∈ Σ w a ≠ 0}. Note that the support of w is independent of Σ. The reader is referred to [10] for language theoretic notions not detailed here.
For any integer k ≥ 2, let M k denote the multiplicative monoid of k × k upper triangular matrices with nonnegative integral entries and unit diagonal. Definition 2.2. Suppose Σ = {a 1 < a 2 < ⋯ < a s } is an ordered alphabet. The Parikh matrix mapping, denoted Ψ Σ , is the monoid morphism
and all other entries of the matrix Ψ Σ (a q ) are zero. Matrices of the form Ψ Σ (w) for w ∈ Σ * are called Parikh matrices.
Theorem 2.3. [7] Suppose Σ = {a 1 < a 2 < ⋯ < a s } is an ordered alphabet and w ∈ Σ * . The matrix Ψ Σ (w) = (m i,j ) 1≤i,j≤s+1 has the following properties:
The Parikh vector Ψ(w) = ( w a 1 , w a 2 , . . . , w as ) of a word w ∈ Σ * is embedded in the second diagonal of the Parikh matrix Ψ Σ (w). 
to w. Otherwise, w is said to be M-ambiguous.
Note that the notion of M-equivalence, as well as M-ambiguity, depends on the ordered alphabet Σ. However, for the various relations that we will encounter in this article, the reference to the respective ordered/unordered alphabet often will be suppressed, assuming it is understood from the context.
The following are two elementary rules for deciding whether two words are M-equivalent. Suppose Σ = {a 1 < a 2 < ⋯ < a s } and w, w ′ ∈ Σ * .
E1. If w = xa k a l y and w ′ = xa l a k y for some x, y ∈ Σ * and k − l ≥ 2, then
x, z ∈ Σ * , and y ∈ (Σ {a k−1 , a k+2 }) * , then w ≡ M w ′ . Rule E1 is obviously valid by Theorem 2.3. In other words, the Parikh matrix of a word w is not sensitive to the mutual ordering of any two consecutive distinct letters in w that are not consecutive in the ordered alphabet. Meanwhile, Rule E2 is sufficient to characterize M-equivalence for the binary alphabet. Example 2.7. Applying Rule E2, w = baaabbba → abababba → abbaabab = w ′ . Hence, w and w ′ are M-equivalent with respect to {a < b}. Definition 2.8. Suppose Σ is an ordered alphabet and w, w ′ ∈ Σ * . We say that w and w ′ are 1-equivalent, denoted w ≡ 1 w ′ , iff w ′ can be obtained from w by finitely many applications of Rule E1. We say that w and w ′ are elementarily matrix equivalent (ME-equivalent), denoted w ≡ ME w ′ , iff w ′ can be obtained from w by finitely many applications of Rule E1 and Rule E2.
The term ME-equivalence is due to Salomaa [15] . Historically, it was claimed in [2] that ME-equivalence characterizes M-equivalence for any alphabet. However, it was overturned in [16] through the counterexample babcbabcbabcbab and bbacabbcabbcbba. The two words are M-equivalent with respect to {a < b < c} but neither Rule E1 nor Rule E2 can be applied to the former word.
Finally, a simple lemma relating Parikh matrices to morphisms induced by permutations on the ordered alphabet is needed. Suppose Σ = {a 1 < a 2 < ⋯ < a s } is an ordered alphabet. Let Sym(s) denote the symmetric group of order s and σ ∈ Sym(s). Then σ induces a morphism σ ′ from Σ * onto Σ * defined by σ ′ (a i ) = a σ(i) for 1 ≤ i ≤ s. For simplicity, we may identify σ ′ with σ and write σw for σ ′ (w). Let σΣ denote the ordered alphabet {a
Proof. Since Ψ Σ , Ψ σΣ and σ are morphisms, the lemma holds since for 1 ≤ q ≤ s, Ψ Σ (σa q ) = Ψ σΣ (a q ), which follows because σa q = a σ(q) and a q = a σ −1 (σ(q)) .
Strong M-equivalence
The core object of this study will now be formally introduced. As a reminder, unless explicitly stated, an alphabet does not come with an ordering on it. 
Proof. This follows because M-equivalence has such properties.
Generally, strong M-equivalence is strictly stronger than M-equivalence. However, if w and w ′ are M-equivalent with respect to {a < b}, then w and w ′ are M-equivalent with respect to {b < a} as well by Theorem 2.3 and the identity v ab + v ba = v a v b . Hence, for the binary alphabet, strong M-equivalence is nothing more than M-equivalence. 
Proof. This is immediate from Theorem 2.3 and the definition. Theorem 3.3 should put to rest any doubt on the significance of strong M-equivalence. It shows that strong M-equivalence is indeed a very natural and symmetrical combinatorial property between words. Futhermore, the property does not invoke Parikh matrices and thus need not factor in the ordering of the alphabet. In fact, this could have taken to be the defining property of strong M-equivalence.
Furthermore, unlike M-equivalence, strong M-equivalence is absolute in the sense that it is independent from the alphabet, as provided by the next proposition. Hence, we can simply say that two words are strongly M-equivalent without implicitly/explicitly referring to any specific alphabet. Clearly, if w ′ is obtained from w by swapping some two consecutive distinct letters, then w and w ′ are not strongly M-equivalent. The following rule is an analogue of Rule E2 for strong M-equivalence. The next proposition shows that it is a sound rule. Suppose Σ is an alphabet and w, w ′ ∈ Σ * .
Proof.
SE. If w = xαβyβαz and w ′ = xβαyαβz for some α, β ∈ Σ, x, z ∈ Σ * , and y ∈ {α, β} * , then w and w ′ are strongly M-equivalent.
Remark 3.6. For the binary alphabet, Rule SE coincides with Rule E2.
Definition 3.7. Suppose Σ is an alphabet and w, w ′ ∈ Σ * . We say that w and w ′ are strongly elementarily matrix equivalent (MSE-equivalent), denoted w ≡ MSE w ′ , iff w ′ results from w by finitely many applications of Rule SE. Proof. We may assume that w ′ is obtained from w by a single application of rule SE because of transitivity of strong M-equivalence. Suppose w = xαβyβαz and w ′ = xβαyαβz for some α, β ∈ Σ, x, z ∈ Σ * , and y ∈ {α, β} * . Suppose Γ is any ordered alphabet with underlying alphabet Σ. By Rule E1 and Rule E2, w is M-equivalent to w ′ with respect to Γ, regardless of whether α and β are consecutive or not in Γ. Hence, w is strongly M-equivalent to w ′ .
Just as ME-equivalence fails to characterize M-equivalence, MSE-equivalance does not characterize strong M-equivalence either (see Example 4.3). Motivated by the historical development accounted after Definition 2.8, our next section is the outcome of our attempt to address the following question. Question 3.9. How complicated a counterexample witnessing the fact that MSE-equivalence (respectively ME-equivalence) is strictly weaker than strong M-equivalence (respectively M-equivalence) has to be?
Some Characterization Results
Some simple analysis should convince the reader of the following remark.
Remark 4.1. Suppose Σ = {a, b, c} and w ∈ Σ * .
(1) w abc = 0 if and only if w = w 1 w 2 w 3 for some w 1 ∈ {b, c} * , w 2 ∈ {a, c} * and w 3 ∈ {a, b} * . (2) w abc = 1 if and only if w = w 1 aw 2 bw 3 cw 4 for some unique w 1 ∈ {b, c} * , w 2 ∈ c * , w 3 ∈ a * and w 4 ∈ {a, b} * . There are altogether four (nonmutually exclusive) cases depending on the nonpositivity or nonnegativity of α and β. By interchanging w and w ′ , it suffices to consider the following two cases.
Case 1. α ≥ 0 and β ≥ 0.
Since
) with respect to {b < c} and w 3 b = w with respect to {a < b}. Therefore,
Now, consider the case w abc = w ′ abc = 1.
By Remark 4.1, w = w 1 aw 2 bw 3 cw 4 and w ′ = w 
Since π b,c (w) ≡ M π b,c (w ′ ) with respect to {b < c}, using the claim and the right invariance of M-equivalence, it follows that w 1 ≡ M w ′ 1 with respect to {b < c}. Similarly, w 4 ≡ M w ′ 4 with respect to {a < b}. Therefore,
and the proof is complete.
Example 4.3. Let w = bccaabcba and w ′ = cbabccaab. It is easy to verify that they are strongly M-equivalent. However, Rule SE cannot be applied to either of them. Therefore, w and w ′ are not MSE-equivalent. Since w abc = 2, this shows that Theorem 4.2 is optimal.
Similarly, ME-equivalence can be compared against M-equivalence. 
with respect to {b < c}.
Similarly, bb⋯b α times w 2 ≡ M w ′ 2 with respect to {a < b}. Therefore, by Theorem 2.6,
Example 4.5. Consider w = cbbabcab and w ′ = bcabcbba. Then w and w ′ are M-equivalent but not ME-equivalent with respect to {a < b < c}. These are simpler than the counterexample of length 15 mentioned before. Furthermore, since w abc = 1, it shows that Theorem 4.4 is optimal.
Remark 4.6. In an older version of this article, it was suggested that Example 4.5 provides a counterexample of the shortest length. This was confirmed by an anonymous referee, who wrote a program to exhaustively check all the 9841 ternary words of length at most eight. It was found out that there are 2729 M-equivalence classes compared with 2732 ME-equivalence classes.
In a certain way, the next theorem allows generation of pairs of M-equivalent ternary words that are not ME-equivalent. In fact, it strongly suggests that when the length of words gets bigger, a pair of M-equivalent words are less likely to be ME-equivalent. For the second conclusion, if α is zero, then w 1 ≡ M w ′ 1 with respect to {b < c} and w 2 ≡ M w ′ 2 with respect to {a < b}; hence, w ≡ M E w ′ by Theorem 2.6. Conversely, observe that any application of Rule E2 on words of the form v 1 av 2 bv 3 cv 4 , where v 1 ∈ {b, c} * , v 2 ∈ c * , v 3 ∈ a * , and v 4 ∈ {a, b} * , must be applied either on v 1 or on v 2 . Hence, if w ′ 1 abcw ′ 2 is to be ME-equivalent to w 1 abcw 2 , it must follow that w
Therefore, if w is in fact ME-equivalent to w ′ , then α = 0.
Weakly M-related
If strong M-equivalence is the universal form of M-equivalence, now the existential counterpart will be introduced.
Definition 5.1. Suppose Σ is an alphabet. Two words w, w ′ ∈ Σ * are weakly M-related, denoted w ∽ M w ′ , iff w and w ′ are M-equivalent with respect to some ordered alphabet with underlying alphabet Σ.
Clearly, ab is not weakly M-related to ba with respect to {a, b} but they are with respect to a (strictly) larger alphabet. In fact, the following is true.
Remark 5.2. If the alphabet has size at least three, then any swapping of two consecutive distinct letters results in a weakly M-related word.
Example 5.3. Suppose Σ = {a, b, c}. Then acb and cab are weakly M-related. Also, cab and cba are weakly M-related. Assume acb and cba are M-equivalent with respect to some ordered alphabet Γ with underlying alphabet Σ. Then a and b cannnot be consecutive in Γ. Similarly, a and c cannnot be consecutive in Γ. There is no such Γ. Therefore, acb and cba cannot be weakly M-related.
Example 5.3 shows that the relation ∽ M is not transitive. Thus ∽ M is not an equivalence relation, explaining our choice of "weakly M-related", rather than "weakly M-equivalent". The next theorem says that the transitive closure of ∽ M is identical to the Parikh equivalence. The relation ∽ M is not absolute. Any two words having the same Parikh vector become weakly M-related simply by expanding their common. In fact, the following theorem says that there is a bound to the number of auxiliary letters that should be added for that to happen. Proof. Suppose Σ is any alphabet of size at least 2 supp(w) − 1 that includes supp(w). Let Γ be any ordered alphabet with underlying alphabet Σ such that the letters belonging to supp(w) are not consecutive in Γ. Obviously, this is possible because Σ ≥ 2 supp(w) − 1. By Theorem 2.3, Ψ Γ (w) = Ψ Γ (w ′ ) as all entries above the second diagonal are zero due to the choice of Γ and Ψ(w) = Ψ(w ′ ). Therefore, w and w ′ are weakly M-related.
Conclusions
Strong M-equivalence, as highlighted by Theorem 3.3, is a natural and interesting notion on its own. As the characterization of M-equivalence for the ternary alphabet has been a decade-old problem, it remains to be seen whether strong M-equivalence would be as formidable. However, Theorem 4.2 says that strong M-equivalence can be characterized by MSE-equivalence for the first two "layers" of ternary words. It is intriguing which canonical extension of MSE-equivalence may characterize strong M-equivalence for the next layer of ternary words.
Next, it is natural to study the strong version of M-ambiguity. A word is strongly M-unambiguous iff it is not strongly M-equivalent to another distinct word. Every M-unambiguous word is strongly M-unambiguous but not vice versa. The characterization of M-unambiguous ternary words in the form of a long list was obtained by Serbǎnutǎ in [17] . Although more ternary words are strongly M-unambiguous, the characterization of such words could be given by a shorter list due to the symmetrical nature of strong M-equivalence.
Finally, since ∽ M is not an equivalence relation, together with Theorems 5.4 and 5.5, the notion of "weakly M-related" appears to be uninteresting. However, it may lead to other interesting combinatorial questions.
